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Our learning
As Scientists, we will be exploring the human body
and eating healthy. We shall be naming parts of the
body and learning about what our bodies can do. We
will be looking at healthy eating and what foods our
bodies need.
As Artists, we shall use a range of materials to
draw portraits of ourselves and others, using a
range of media.
As historians we will be looking at our own families
history and backgrounds.
As Musicians, we shall be using our voices
expressively and creatively by singing songs and
speaking chants and rhymes. We will experiment
with, create, select and combine sounds.

Reading badges

What do I need in year 1?

Earn reading badges for 25, 50, 75, 100 and
200 reads. We will be
checking reading diaries
regularly and changing
books weekly. Children
will take home a reading
book and a RWI phonics
reading book.
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Your reading book and diary to come to
school daily
A water bottle
Packed lunch (if you have one)
Wellies (these may stay in school if you
wish)
Waterproof coat (if forecast rain)
Sunscreen and hat (if hot)
PE kit to be worn on PE days
A big smile and excitement to learn with your teachers
and friends.

Reading, Writing and Maths
Subject

Reading

Writing

Maths

What we
are
learning
this
term.

We will be continuing our RWI
phonics sessions, learning new
sounds and reading real and
nonsense words. Children will take
part in guided reading sessions
and will enjoy a number of stories
in class.
Our guided reading sessions teach
us reading and comprehension
skills we can then use in our own
reading and writing.

We are looking at the books
Elmer, The Colour Monster, The
Very Hungry Caterpillar and we
are going on a bear hunt. We
will be looking at story
language and exploring how to
form our letters correctly in
full sentences with capital
letters and full stops. We will
be writing labels, captions and
descriptions.

We will be focusing on Number bonds
to 20, teen numbers, ordering
number, weight and measures.
We will use a range of practical
activities with resources in our
indoor and outdoor classrooms. We
learn best when we use
manipulatives to help us
understand numbers and when we
work with a talk partner to reason
and explain.

Talking parts of the body,
discussing food and food types,
discussing similarities and
differences between people
and cultures.

Weighing and measuring out
ingredients, counting forwards and
backwards to 20, adding and
subtracting numbers within 20,
recognising numerals to 20 on
doors, number plates.

Reading from their book (or any
How you
can help other reading material) at least 4
at home? times a week will make a huge
difference. No one is ever too old
for a bedtime story either!

How we share and communicate with you at home in Year 1
●
●
●
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●

We continue to use Tapestry to record your child’s learning. This is usually one or two entries, on average, a
week. This may be an individual, small group or whole class entry.
We use Google Classroom to set home learning each week. This is a maths activity and a phonics/english based
activity. These are closely linked to what we are learning in class to consolidate learning.
On Google Classroom we may make announcements or share news with you about what we are doing in class. We
also use this to set reminders, for example if children are wearing non uniform or need to bring in something
from home.
We have used Google Classroom to set lockdown learning and to host live lessons in addition to children who
may be isolating at home, so they are kept up to date with in school learning.
We check reading diaries regularly. We also listen to your child read on a weekly basis and make a brief comment
about their progress and a next step target in their reading diary booklet. Please write in the reading diary
every time you read with your child.
You can always contact us via the office or at the gate in the morning or afternoon. If we cannot speak to you
at that moment, we will negotiate a convenient time for all to do so.

